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Abstract: The basic construction concepts of many-valued intellectual systems, which are adequate to primal
problems of person activity and using hybrid tools with many-valued of coding are considered. The many-valued
intellectual systems being two-place, but simulating neuron processes of space toting which are different on a
level of actions, inertial and threshold of properties of neurons diaphragms, and also modification of frequency of
following of the transmitted messages are created. All enumerated properties and functions in point of fact are
essential not only are discrete on time, but also many-valued.
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Introduction
The basic construction concepts of many-valued intellectual systems (MIS), which are adequate to primal
problems of person activity and using hybrid tools with many-valued coding [1, 2] are considered. With
materialism of a point of view these concepts are agreed with the dialectic laws opened by a man and their
manifestations in problems connected with creation of identification systems prediction and recognition of imagery
in which the interactive operational mode is a main part of the whole complex of intellectual properties.
Those are, for example, the law of unity and struggle of contrasts – as availability in parallel operating in space
and time of mechanisms both discrete, and continuous mapping objects of plants; the law of transition from
quantitative changes to qualitative-quantitative changes of gradation levels of brightness and the colors result in
qualitative changes in mapping of objects; the law of negation of negation – as a changes and alternation of
coding indications of messages about objects in neurons of a brain – from space to temporal and from two-place
to many-valued [3,5].
In particular, in works the accent on the concept of neuro-physiologic and neuro-cybernetic aspects of alive brain
mechanisms is made. It is connected with the following natural neuron structures from nervous cells – neurons,
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essentially are highly effective recognizing systems and, for this reason, is of interest not only for doctors and
physiologists, but also for the experts designing artificial intelligence systems. However direct transfer of research
results of neuro-physiologists in engineering practice is now impossible because of a lack of an appropriate
bioelectronic technology and an element basis, that has led to development and creation of a set of varieties of
artificial neurons realized on the elements of the impulse technology.
But also here there were complications because of non-adequate neuron models to a set of the demands made
of МIS. Creation of neuro-like models on the basis of multiprocessor in inputting systems technology with
programmed architecture, in particular, on the basis of digital integrating structures is offered as the alternative in
works [1–4]. Thus, retaining Neumann structure a MIS are created, being essentially two-place, but simulating
neuron processes of space toting different on a level of actions, inertial and threshold properties of neuron
diaphragms, as well as variation of recurrence frequency of transmitted messages. Though it is obvious that all
enumerated properties and functions in point of fact, are, essential, not only discrete on time, but also manyvalued (are discrete on a level).
As the corollary, non-adequacy of used principles of coding and element basis to simulated processes entails a
redundancy, complication and non evidence of used mathematical and engineering means of transformations,
loss of a micro level of parallelism in handling expected fast acting and flexibility of restructuring without essential
modifications of architecture and connections.

Structurally Functional Cell Model of a Many-Valued Intellectual System
The originating complications [1], in creation of a many-valued intellectual system (MIS) promote moving out of
the adequacy concept of many-valued logic and structures to of MIS creation problems with desirable properties
and possibilities.
Therefore, for disclosure of use paths of a knowledge backlog in the field of many-valued coding and structures in
MIS creation the conceptual structurally functional model of a MIS cell (Fig.1) is offered.
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Fig. 1. A conceptual structurally functional model of a MIS cell.
Each MIS is characterized by a set of functions fulfilled by it by blocks, which realize functions and information
interchanges. In accordance with solved problems, the structurally functional cell breaks up to three hierarchical
levels: functional (analytic-synthetic) – level 1; tactical (analyses-coordination) – level 2; strategic (coordination) –
level 3.
The MIS cell increases on a function level both on inputs, and on outputs, and it is integrated with other meshes
on inputs of decoders of intermediate indications; at a tactical level – through the analyze-coordination processor;
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at a strategic level – through the processor-supervisor and knowledge base. The conceptual model of a MIS cell
is based on the concept of symbiosis of two- and many-valued tools of data processing, therefore at a strategic
level it contain complexes of converters of the data representation form – converters from a two-place code to
many-valued (2ÆK) and back (КÆ2). Obviously, that their use in MIS determines, at what level the problems,
are solved in what logic and with what speed (what channel capacity of MIS). Besides the application of these
tools excludes necessity of an operator work with two-place translators in input – output of data.
The new principle of the COMPUTER construction is offered, in which the principle of organization of brainwork
simultaneously with a principle of programmed control assumes ass a basis. The principle of organization of
brainwork assumes as a basis of operation of such COMPUTERS, in classical element basis it will be for more to
Hilbert machines than for nowadays existing Neumann machines, the basis of which is the principle of
programmed control realized rather slowly.

Formalization of Construction Principles of Many-Valued Spatial Structures
In the generalized form the two-input universal k-valued structure of a spatial type contains two recognition
elements (RE), the control unit (CU), the matrix selector (MS), commutator (C), and keys (K) or the digital-toanalog converter (DAC) [2,3] (Fig.2).
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Fig. 2. Universal Multiple-Valued Functional Converter.
The logic of the decoders operation in recognition elements 1,2 is described by the following equation system:

f 0 = ( x 0 , x1,..., x k −1 ) = y 0 ,
f 1 = ( x 0 , x1,..., x k −1 ) = y 1 ,
…………………………..,

f k −1 = ( x0 , x1,..., x k −1 ) = y k −1 .
or in the explicit form at the algebra language of finite predicates [1]:
y10,2 = x 1 ,

y11, 2 = x1 ∪ x 2 ,
y12, 2 = x 2 ∪ x3 ,
………………,
y1k,−21 = x k −1 .
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where x i and x i ( i = 0, k − 1 ) – signals of direct and inversion outputs of the ADC units in recognition elements
1,2. The logic of the matrix selector is described by the following equation system:

b00 = y10 ∪ y 20 , b01 = y10 ∪ y 12 ,..., b0 ( k −1) = y10 ∪ y 2k −1 b10 = y11 ∪ y 20 , b11 = y11 ∪ y 12 ,..., b1( k −1) = y11 ∪ y 2k −1
……………………………………………………..

b( k −1),0 = y1k −1 ∪ y 20 ; b( k −1),1 = y1k −1 ∪ y 12 ; ... b( k −1),( k −1) = y1k −1 ∪ y 2k −1
where b ij ( i, j = 0, k − 1 ) – output logical signals of the matrix selector4. The commutator has two groups by k
inputs: the signals from the selector are applied to the first group and control signal values are, applied to the
second group. In the explicit from the commutator operation is described by the following system:
b k0 l 0 ∪ b k0 l 1 ∪ ... ∪ b k0 l k −1 = z k0 ,
b k1 l 0 ∪ b k1 l 1 ∪ ... ∪ b k1 l k −1 = z k1 ,
………………………………….
b kk −1 l 0 ∪ b kk −1 l 1 ∪ ... ∪ b kk −1 l k −1 = z kk −1 .
As all k of keys of the output shaper are constantly connected to corresponding k-values of output signals the
function values selected by the commutator and the control unit, respectively, will arrive in the converter output
(structure) in the course of variations of k-valued functions on the converter inputs. The process control of the
logic recommutations is carried out under the action of external control signals.

Modeling and Realization
One of ways of realization of multiple-valued elements is the frequent-harmonic multi-stable element, which basis
is the self-excited oscillator with a nonlinear resonant circuit, which is synchronized by an external voltage source.
At apparent simplicity, such circuit due to nonlinear properties has a lot of stable states. This circuit is supplied by
a sequence of pulses with high period-to-pulse duration ratio. The control of circuit is carried out by feed of control
pulses in a circuit of automatic bias. The process comes to an end then, when the resonant circuit appears tuned
on next harmonic of a supplied voltage. Besides, the voltage of automatic bias changes too. Thus, the multi-state
element has two attribute of each stable state – a voltage and frequency.
Using parabolic approximation of the characteristic of the transistor, we shall receive the following equation for a
charge on nonlinear capacity of MOS-structure.
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where χ – normalized charge on capacity of MOS-structure; ω – resonant frequency of a resonant circuit; ε –

small parameter; S * (t ) = N k P (τ 1 ) sin[kΩ, t + γ k (τ 1 )]
1
2

C k = C k 0 (1 + b ) ; s 0* =

s1
ξ
; s 2* = s 0* + ; λ = s1*ϕ k (1 + b );
Ck
ε

s o , s1 – coefficients of polynomial in approximation of the characteristic of the transistor;

ϕ k – contact difference of potentials.
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The solution of the this equation in the second approximation in case of the main resonance is

χ = α cosψ ; ψ = νt + ϑ ;
P(τ 1 )
dα
= αξ − α 2δ − αη − N k
cos[γ k (τ 1 ) − ϑ ];
ω +ν
dt
P(τ 1 )
1
dϑ
= ω − ν + χ + ξ + αθ + α 2σ + N k
sin[γ k (τ 1 ) − ϑ ],
α
α (ω + ν )
dt

(1)

where: ν – frequency of a synchronizing signal;
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H = ω 2α − εν 2 (1 + β ).
Let's consider conditions, at which the stable synchronous mode of stationary oscillations is possible. The values
of amplitude and phase in a stationary mode are determined from system of the equations

R ( a ,υ ) = 0 ; T ( a ,υ ) = 0 ,

(2)

where R ( a ,υ ), T ( a ,υ ) – right parts of the equations (1).
The conditions of stability of the solutions of the equations (2) are determined by the following inequalities:

da
〉 0 ω e (a ) 〉 ν ;
dν
da
〈 0 ω e (a ) 〈 ν ,
dν
where ω

e

( a ) – equivalent frequency of own oscillations.

The analysis of phase portraits of this dynamic system (frequency-harmonic multi-state element) has confirmed
presence of stable modes in it.
By excluding a phase from the equations (2) it is possible to receive the equation for the amplitude-frequency
characteristic [6].
The considered above frequency-harmonic multi-state element was realized as the hybrid thin-film integrated
circuit with MOS-structure chip. Inductance elements were made as thin film LC structure [7]. The problem of it
optimization [8] was solved.
The earlier received results get the importance in this time, when the semiconductor technology of manufacturing
of the large scale integrated circuits for microprocessors practically has reached a physical limit of reduction of
the size of components and width of interconnections. Alternative can be only use of artificial language systems,
in which the elements of multiple-valued logic can be used. Experimental samples of the frequency-harmonic
multi-state element were realized as thin-film integrated circuits in the standard case and can be used as
elements of multiple-valued logic.

Conclusion
The problem solving of principles formalization of the structure organization of computing tools, thus ensures
construction of the newest concept for systems of an artificial intelligence; application of space and temporal
parallelism at structural and algorithmic levels; creation of procedural and functional languages, parallel machines
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of knowledge bases and the inference. The problem solving of organization principles formalization of universal kvalued structures of a spatial type by tools of predicate and hybrid logic will ensure construction of a modern
concept for artificial intelligence systems, application of spatial parallelism at structured and algorithmic levels;
creation of functional languages of parallel machines of knowledge basis; application of symbiosis of two- and
many-level heterogeneous coding.
One of circuit for realization of multiple-valued elements is the frequency-harmonic multi-state element which
states are coding by amplitude and frequency. This element was made by thin film technology as hybrid
integrated circuit.
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